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ABSTRACT
Experiential Learning1, a mode of participatory learning process has been a notable subject of discussion
in Higher Education sector for over a longer period of time. The resources of interactive learning from
graduation onwards are scarcely explored in Indian system, especially in the case of non technical
disciplines. This paper investigates how far the governance mechanism of Indian states can cater the
academic needs of student community for interacting and experiencing the functions and responsibilities
of this mechanism and enabling them to feel and practice the ‘experiential learning’. Also, this work
identifies certain discrete sharing pattern of academic disciplines with executive departments, where
tremendous resource of experiential learning avenues exists unexplored. Common patterns or groups of
attributes belong to academic and executive departments are used here, identified through onsite
verification and other statistical analyses indicated in terms of Academic Interactive Density and
Executive Interactive Density scores2. The result of the study exposes the complementary roles of the
government establishments upon academic environment and in return how the student community can be
engaged in rendering or leveraging the government mechanisms for developing a welfare society. This
will eventually educate them with various functions, services of the government and to understand
responsibilities as a better citizen.
Keywords: Participatory learning, academic departments, executive departments, cluster analysis,
functional domains, academic interface density, executive interface density “Conceptual Paper”

INTRODUCTION
Higher Education institutions run by state governments are always suffered from financial
impediments and scanty resources than centrally governed institutions (‘Demand for Grants
2018-19 Analysis Human Resource Development’, 2018). This is conspicuously manifested by
means of ‘pay and allowances, infrastructure, administration, academic autonomy’ etc of state
institutions, but the urge for an academic environment of quality and equity is characteristic at
par with their central counterparts. Experiential Learning is best defined (Lewis & Williams,

1
2

hereinafter referred as EL, as a component of Participatory Learning Process
AID and EID denoted in scores
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1994) as “In its simplest form, experiential learning means learning from experience or learning
by doing. Experiential education first immerses learners in an experience and then encourages
reflection about the experience to develop new skills, new attitudes, or new ways of thinking.”
With ever increasing number of higher educational institutions (colleges and universities)
imparting “academic” education to the students, mostly unfit to receive any kind of higher
education whatsoever on account of their poor educational upbringing in primary and secondary
schools so deficient in merit, the education in the tertiary schools deteriorated in quality (Mishra,
2007). In general, the academic and infrastructural resource of a state institution is thought to be
adequate enough to discharge its quality teaching-learning obligations, the real ‘feel’ of
experiential learning for students often remains as a mirage. This is particularly evident in
science and humanities faculties than technological domains in the country but ever since the
sanctioning of self-financing colleges in the private sector, this situation has been transgressed
upon technical education too. The need of a design-oriented learning system of interconnected
elements that derive their full meaning in relation to each other (H. Vartiainen, 2014) has been
proposed in which participatory components are described (Figure 1).

The promotion of inquiry activities that enable students to participate in the development
process with local and international communities might be particularly important for learning in
a world of constant change in which the use of diverse knowledge resources, tools, and network
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connections are essential aspects when solving complex, emergent problems and creating
situation-based solutions (Henriikka Vartiainen, 2014).
Experiential Learning techniques are widely used all over the world, where the prominent
Experiential Learning Theory (ELT) proposed by of Kolb is having wider applications in
Management Learning (D. A. Kolb, 1984). The ELT approach has been addressed and applied
by distinct disciplines such as education, strategic management, information systems,
psychology, sociology, medicine, nursing, accounting, and law, among others (Kolb, D. A.,
Boyatzis, R. E., & Mainemelis, 2001).
After many years stuck in the past, universities have ﬁnally understood the positive
impact exerted by experiential learning and have begun to design and include some kind of
experience-based learning methods within their courses that come to complement the traditional
learning approach, where lecture stands as the cornerstone of the learning process (Bisoux,
2007).
EL is a major component of Participatory Learning3 includes activities include
cooperative education placements, practicum experiences, and classroom-based hands-on
laboratory activities. College educators find experiential learning a valuable adjunct to traditional
instruction in these disciplines. The experiences outside of the classroom provide the
increasingly growing numbers of non-traditional learners with valuable opportunities to apply
theory to practice (Rolls, 1992).
EL is not such a term simply to be tied with the oft-used ‘industry linkage’ of academic
programmes. The industry academia linkage has been largely confined to technical education
domain but less than 20% of those graduating from higher educational institutions are rated as
immediately employable by industry (MHRD, 2016). The quality of higher education needs to be
urgently upgraded, particularly at the lower end of the spectrum dominated by the private sector.
It is perhaps time to pay attention to a different type of GER – the Gross Employability Ratio of
graduates (MHRD, 2016).
Hence, identifying and grading the EL platforms from any unexplored surroundings are
extremely pertinent in the growing need of its impact on the development of learners’
metacognitive skills, enhancing the skills through the implementation of the knowledge to
the real situations, and giving the learners the ability of self-learning (Kolb, A. Y., & Kolb,
2006).

3

Referred as PL, in broad sense, where EL fits with
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PURPOSE OF STUDY
In this special context, this paper excavates the closely available resourcefulness of EL at
lower cost through a couple of options. Educating people with those sorts of critical thinking
skills, sense of agency and participatory outlook requires us to think about pedagogy as
process and not just content (Missingham, 2013). An attempt has been made here to establish
a new interface which can nurture the participatory pedagogy for HE through government
departments. Participatory knowledge production is more functional in integrative research
domain. They are mainly two types, academic and non-academic participants. Academic
participants are researchers; nonacademic participants4 are societal actors such as policy
makers5, representatives of administration or interest groups, locals or the broader public.
The expression ‘nonacademic participants’ does not mean that these societal actors may
not have an academic education but their role in the project does not serve academic
purposes in the way the role of the researchers does (Tress, Tress, & Fry, 2005). Due to the
specialized nature at PG6 level, evaluation is done not based on it, rather general programme of
UG humanities, literature and science are of having equal parameters for EL in terms of finding
suitable and accessible EL relationship with government’s executive departments, although
difference of opinions may occur in matching them. Moreover, in case of undergraduate
students, the exigency for expanding their knowledge production through EL is highlighted in
various reports. EL also means engaging undergraduates directly in high-level research that was
once the exclusive domain of graduate students and professors, exposing them to a scholarship at
the highest level from early in their academic careers (Ishwar K. Puri, 2018). This paper explains
how each UG level academic disciplines (referred here as academic departments7) captures
independent and collaborative platforms of EL with congruent EDs of state government. The
objective of this work is therefore to explore and design a composite academic interface density,
which a measure of (1) how many academic departments share the interface with an executive
department and (2) how many executive departments share the interface with an academic
department. Therefore, it is called here as Academic Interface Density (AID) of an Executive

4

This study considers the executive or functional departments of governments are as nonacademic participants
Policy Makers are of higher echelons of government establishments, but the inputs from these non academic participants are
always taken in to account
6 PG level programmes are disseminated in large number of specialised character. Although they are more relevant in
participatory educational or research domain, this has not been taken in to account for the evaluation process adopted here.
7 In short, academic departments are referred along this paper as AD
5
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Department (ED) and Executive Interface Density (EID) of an Academic Department (AD)8. An
attempt has been made in this paper to expose the unexplored areas of EL for UG students of arts
and science disciplines in our higher education institutions.
No.

Short form

Abbreviation

Measure Unit

Academic Interface Density= a measure of
1

AID of ED

intensity of participatory role of academic

Score

department interface is possible with
executive department

Executive Interface Density= a measure of
2

EID of AD

intensity of participatory role of executive

Score

department is possible with
academic department

METHODOLOGY
This study conducts a foraging journey within the administrative mechanisms of state
government departments. All state governments exercise control over the working of heads of
‘executive departments’ through ‘administrative departments’ of their secretariat. When the first
category the ‘administrative departments’ primarily engage in policy making of the government,
the second category the ‘executive departments’ are assigned with the implementation and
execution of government rules and statues modified time to time. Present study focus on finding
EL avenues for students from academic programmes within the second referred category of
executive departments. It is very ironical that the vast expanse of activity domains of
departments with administrative and implementation roles have not been set opened for
interactive learning9/ experiential learning of their participatory nature for students of academic
institutions.

8

AID of ED and EID of AD; The number of executive departments that provide participatory or interactive space for appropriate
academic departments varies with its nature of function as well as the number of academic departments that provide
participatory or interactive space for appropriate executive departments varies
9 Interactive Learning, referred further as IL is how the students are engaged with the surrounding environment, society or
dynamic world in order to mould their learning strategies and life sustenance
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This work has been divided in to three phases, (1) data collection and literature work, (2)
activity and analysis part and (3) interpretation of results. In order to facilitate this, following
steps of activity is adopted.
1. Identify the functional set-up of governance of the state
2. Identify the executive departments and their functions
3. Identify the various functional domains to which these EDs belong
4. Identify the graduate and non-specialized ADs deserving better EL platforms
5. Identify the EL cross link between EDs and ADs
6. Grouping of ADs based on their interface - sharing nature with EDs
7. Grouping of EDs as per their interface-sharing with ADs
8. Evolving experiential learning grades of EDs
Policy makers, educators and others involved in education are seeking ways to utilize
limited resources effectively in order to identify and solve problems in the education sector and
to provide quality education for children (Uemura, 1999). In the present study, executive
departments form a major player in policy making and which are strategically dissimilar nature
of functions and dissimilar public interfaces to which they engage day to day basis, have been
enumerated to identify their potential EL platforms. Study attempted to find relationships of
these IL platforms of each ED with the subject disciplines through a couple of interlinking
methods. EL platforms of government agencies other than the executive departments are also
enormously dispersed. This study does not incorporate such vastness of institutions since the
objective of this study is just to evolve a composite pattern of persistent connectivity, facilitating
EL in HE institutions with the functionaries of state and central governments. Hence, only the
principal Executive Departments (ED) of state governments are taken for evaluation and
interpretation.
70 EDs belong to 10 broad domains based on their functional characteristics given in
Table 1a-b. They are (1) Law making and Enforcement, (2) Licensing authorities, (3)
Programme Implementation, (4) Public Utility Service, (5) Development and Asset Generation,
(6) Welfare Scheme Projects, (7) Quality Testing and Assurance, (8) Educational and Training
Services, (9) Asset Conservation and Maintenance, (10) Assessment and Analysis
[https://kerala.gov.in/government-departments]10.

10

Although executive departments of each state vary in its nomenclature and number, the functional similarity fits them for
any assessment purpose as a whole of the country
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On the other hand, 26 academic disciplines [(hereinafter referred as Academic
Departments (ADs)] belong to traditional arts and science faculties of colleges as given in Table
2, are being considered rather than expanding this selection to university centers or PG level
study. This is because PG level programmes are mostly on specialized domains so are excluded,
and only the general as well as prevalent domain programmes of arts and science disciplines are
enumerated here for evolving standardized models. There are certainly other subject discipline
like mathematics, has been omitted here based on their commonality and preponderance in
application level with respect to any studies. These 26 ADs are expressed in datasets, in terms of
their presence (+) or absence (-) criteria in sharing experiential & interface of EL platforms with
EDs.
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In order to find out the grouping pattern of the above cases (samples) and variables, a
multi-variate statistical analysis like Cluster Analysis is found effective. MVSP Version 3.2.2 of
Kovach Computing Services has been used for this analysis. Data sets are prepared by
converting in to binary (presence/absence) coefficients based on a table of frequency of matches
and mismatches of the presence or absence of a single variable. The binary data should be
entered into the data matrix as 1 (one) and 0 (zero) representing (presence) and (absence)
respectively.
In the first part, a correlation matrix of 10 cases/samples (functional domain characters in
which EDs belong) and 70 variables (EDs) are generated as shown in Table 3a-g. In spite of the
enormity of various departments/functionaries are in existence within the ambit of administrative
and executive nature of functions, only those EDs of having intense EL or IL exchange
possibility with ADs, have been considered in the present study. Most of the important EDs are
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therefore occupied in the datasets of this analysis. There functional domain11 characteristics
(hereinafter referred as FD) are observed

in detail before being subjected to hierarchical

clustering for finding the groups among them based on 10 domain affiliations.

11

FD is the broad functional domain character of an executive department. All non-political executive departments
are having their functional boundaries of duties and services offered to the public
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Similar to the above, a correlation matrix of 26 cases (ADs) and 70 variables (EDS) are
produced based on their mutual interactive capacity with binary values in the form of presence
(+) or absence (-) between them as shown in Table 4a-e. These 26 ADs and 70 EDs are found to
be mutually capturing but different levels of EL and IL interfaces. But for computational purpose
as binary datasets, the grades are used as presence or absence only (1) and (0) respectively. They
are later subjected to hierarchical clustering for finding the grouping of them as per their EL
platforms.
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[Cluster analysis is a term used to describe a set of numerical techniques in which the main purpose is to
divide the objects of study into discrete groups. These groups are based on the characteristics of the
objects and the clusters will have some sort of significance related to the study. The most commonly used
are the agglomerative hierarchical methods. Hierarchical methods arrange the clusters into a hierarchy
so that the relationships between the different groups are apparent. The results of this type of analysis are
generally presented in a tree-like diagram called a dendrogram. The term agglomerative means that the
dendrogram is produced by starting with all the objects to be clustered separate, then successively
combining the most similar objects and/or clusters until all are coming in a single, hierarchical group.
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Dendrogram shows the most similar cases linked most closely together. The level of the vertical
lines joining two cases or clusters indicates the level of similarity between them. It is important to note
that the branching hierarchy and the level of similarity are the only important features of the
dendrogram. The exact order of the cases along the vertical axis is not significant. The dendrogram can
be envisaged as a mobile that allows the individual clusters to rotate around. There are seven types of
agglomerative clustering methods commonly in use. These all follow the basic algorithm outlined above,
varying only in the manner in which the similarity between clusters is calculated.
There are a number of potential choices as a measure of distance; for example, Simpson
Coefficient (Kovach, 1995) one of the methods used in this study, Clustering of variables and cases on
both datasets as mentioned above have been subjected to clustering under Farthest Neighbor Clustering
Method. The distance and similarity measures of the cluster components have been calculated in both
cases between the rows of the data matrix using Simpson Coefficient, a typical Binary measure
(presence/absence) coefficient based on a table of frequency of matches and mismatches of the presence
or absence of a single variable. The binary data should be entered into the data matrix as 0 (zero) and 1
(one). Any number that is not zero is also treated as a one, indicating presence.
Sample j
Sample i Presence Absence
Presence
a
B
Absence
c
D

which is represented as :

𝑆𝐼𝑐𝑖𝑗 =

𝑎
(𝑎 + 𝑏, 𝑎 + 𝑐)
𝑚𝑖𝑛

Minimum variance clustering (also called Ward's minimum variance method or sum-of-squares cluster) is
also used to identify the cluster groups that executive departments based on their affiliations with
academic disciplines. Instead of measuring the distances between clusters, the method focuses on
determining how much variation is within each cluster. The clusters to be joined in the next round of
clustering are then chosen by determining which two would give the least increase in within-cluster
variation. In this way, the clusters will tend to be as distinct as possible, since the criterion for clustering
is to have the least amount of variation.
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Ward's minimum variance criterion minimizes the total within-cluster variance. To implement
this method, at each step find the pair of clusters that leads to minimum increase in total within-cluster
variance after merging. This increase is a weighted squared distance between cluster centers. At the
initial step, all clusters are singletons (clusters containing a single point).
The initial cluster distances in Ward's minimum variance method are therefore defined to be the squared
Euclidean distance between points:
𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑({𝑋1 }, {𝑋𝑗 }) = ‖𝑋1 − 𝑋𝑗 ‖ 2
To apply a recursive algorithm under this objective function, the initial distance between
individual objects must be (proportional to) squared Euclidean distance (de Amorim, 2015)
Two datasets have been subjected for cluster analysis on clustering by farthest neighbor method
and distance and similarity measurement by simpson coefficient method]

It is expected that, the result of such analysis will have certain cluster combinations in
each process which suggest the ADs and their corresponding number of interfaces with EDs
(Executive Interface Density or EID) values, and on the same time the cluster groups of EDs and
their corresponding number of interfaces with ADS (Academic Interface Density or AID).
Participatory teaching approach is a form of a reflective teaching approach which is
sometimes termed as interactive teaching method or learner centered teaching method.
Participatory methods expect a high degree of activity and personal involvement of
participants in the learning process (Kucharcikova, 2016). The primary objective of the study
is to find the cost-effective resources of EL for the students of HE institutions. Perhaps it is a
common practice for the student community to collect various data information from government
offices and institutions for carrying out their project/dissertation/research work. But it is quite
uncommon that, student community of the HE institutions gets avenues to experience the
functioning of EDs of the state governments. State government departments are functioning with
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its administrative tentacles extending to the grass root level of the society. When students get the
opportunity to understand the functioning of these departments, it sends out the signals that the
societal problems are the one to be considered as theirs and resolved with their academic
knowledge, in addition to develop the capacity to render better administrative and executive
functions in the future.
Hierarchical

Clustering

and

Diversity

Analysis

adopted

in

this

study

for

grouping/clustering of attributes of EDs, ADs and ED Domains based on two data sets prepared
as given in Table 3a-g and Table 4a-e. The adopted method of analysis is Farthest Neighbour
Method with Simpson Coefficient for clustering and distances & similarity measures between
ADs Vs EDs matrix (Grouping of ADs). Whereas, Ward's minimum variance method and
Euclidean for clustering and distance & similarity measures of EDs on transposed data of ADs
Vs EDs matrix (grouping of EDs), have been used as shown in Table 5.

RESULTS
Line agencies or ED are responsible to execute the policies and programmes sanctioned
by legislature. They issues directions to field agencies and supervise the implementation of
different programs, projects and schemes. They monitor the performance of different officials
through reports and inspection. They are in direct contact of people and try to elicit their
cooperation to achieve the primary purpose of organization (Pathsala, 2016). The rise of welfare
state has tremendously increased the functions of the state, and in reality of the executive. In
common usage people tend to identify the executive with the government. In contemporary
times, there has taken place a big increase in the power and role of the executive in every state
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(Ghai, 2016). This study encompasses the various material as well as functional resources
available through these line departments or EDs of the state governments and their suitability for
facilitating an environment for IL and EL, especially with respect to non technical academic
disciplines. The students’ involvement within this experience-based activity is expected to be
positively related with their level of performance within the subject and, consequently with the
final grade they might obtain. The reason underlying this assumption is that students apply the
knowledge and theoretical concepts acquired throughout the semester and during their practical
experience to develop their projects. Hence, students grasp the theoretical concepts at the same
time that they put them into practice, expanding their perspectives and promoting their personal
development (Takahashi, S., & Saito, 2013)
Table 6 shows that each ED and their number of domain affiliations, which ranges from
1 to 8, obtained based on diversity indices (DI) analysis.
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DI analysis of this set of matrix tells how many FDs to which each EDs belong. From
Table 2, it is clear that, while some of the EDs belong to a single FDs whereas, certain other
departments have affiliations up to 8 of such FDs. On another account, Table 7 shows that, for
each domain character, how many EDs are affiliated as made through the transposed data matrix
in diversity indices analysis, a value ranges from 15 to 42.
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Another qualified data in Table 8 explains that, for each academic programme (AD) how
many EDs are making Interfaces (EDI) with, facilitating experiential or participatory learning
avenues. There are participatory practitioners, researchers and academics to share their
experiences, test new and innovative ideas, question assumptions and apply a critical lens to their
work as well as sharing their resources to the executive departments of the government (Nicole
Kenton, 2018).
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This EDI scores varies from one AD to another with a range from 4 to 59, the result
obtained by the diversity analysis of Initial listing of the EDs and their affiliations to the FD
(Table 6) denotes their multi domain affiliations of executive departments for providing
sufficient platforms of EL for the student community shown in Figure1. Similar to Table 8, the
academic interface density, noted as ADI with respect to each ED is given in Table 9, ranging
their ADI score from 4 to 21.
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When such situated learning is possible, better learning occurs when the reasons and
motivations for learning are clear. Rather than the “skill and drill” of assignments followed by
testing, situated learning is more like on-the-job training, where the acquisition of skill is
introduced in the context of use (Ondrejka, 2008).
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From Diversity Analysis, the resources of EDs of the state government available for
engaging students regardless of their disciplines of study are given in Table 7 is an indication of
Academic Interface Density (hereinafter referred as AID) with respect to EDs. This AID score
ranges from 3 to 21, for eg. [AID: 3] of Local Fund Audit Department and [AID: 21] of Tourism
Department as given in Figure 2. In case of tourism studies, in its functional nature, educational
tourism represents a form of educational process organization, which is implemented outside the
educational institution. An integrative phenomenon of educational tourism occurs in the result of
combination and mutual interaction of educational and tourism activities (Dembovska, Silicka, &
Ļubkina, 2016).
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In contrast to the technical disciplines, non technical domains like arts, science,
humanities, languages disciplines in higher education offer dissimilar platforms of experiential
learning. Although, the ability to share experiential platforms varies from one subject programme
to the other, students develop efficiencies of learning by their own experiences. Getting involved
in experience-based practices and managerial simulations constitutes an effective approach to
develop their competencies (Leal-Rodríguez & Albort-Morant, 2018). On this same aspect,
Table 8 shows various academic disciplines holding multiple number of scopeful IL and EL
platforms with executive departments, as Executive Interface Density (is hereinafter referred as
EID). ADs obtain EDI score ranging from 4 to 59, for eg. [EDI: 4] of Philosophy and [EDI: 59]
of Statistics disciplines shown in graph Figure 3.
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Interestingly, this results have also shown that, there are certain ADs, for eg.
Philosophy/English/Arabic share a limited number of interactive interfaces 4/7/7 respectively
whereas, ADs like Sociology/Statistics share maximum number of interactive interfaces 56/59
respectively, showcasing their wider social interfaces.
It is understood from the present study that, EDI value varies with respect to each AD
and vice versa. In the context of discussing about the scope of finding enough platforms of EL
for traditional arts and science programmes, this finding is very important. EDI value denotes the
intensity of multi domain characteristics of any academic programme. Figure 1 radial chart
showing hierarchical order of executive departments based on their density of multi domain
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functions and affiliations. This trend is exactly similar as the intensity of multi disciplinary IL
platforms for the ADs.
Various phases of this study have been documented in chart Figure 4 with methods
adopted.

Dendrograms obtained showing the cluster groups through the cluster analysis on EDs and ADs
with different analysis parameters are given in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively.
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This gives an idea about the possible discrete grouping based on their nature of similarities.
Using simpson matching coefficient for distance and similarity measurement of cluster groups
with farthest neighbour method of clustering, 4 groups of academic departments have been
formed at a distance level 0.2, based on their characteristic similarities shown in Table 10.
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Whereas, Clustering of EDs based on their affinity towards the respective ADs have
produced dendrogram by minimum variance method of and euclidean distance for similarity
measures as shown in Figure 6. At a distance level 10, there are 6 discrete groups have been
identified which is given in Table 11.

It is also noted that, correspondence analysis has resulted to the graphical representation of joint
relationships of executive departments and academic departments as shown in Fig.7.
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Since the matrix enormity of 26 x 70 dataset, this graph does not figure out a very impressive
picture, but the affiliations of EDs to ADS are quite visible although the grouping of them are not
very discrete. There is a clear possibility to evolve a pattern of methodology to cluster the ADs
and EDs for compartmental and multi-disciplinary EL learning environment based on the
concept of the present study. In fact, this is depending on the precise tagging of EDs with ADs,
as arriving the precision in such an exercise is subject to the perception of the researcher or the
investigator of the study.
DISCUSSION
A common usage of the term experiential learning defines it as a particular form of
learning from life experience, often contrasted with lecture and classroom learning. Morris T.
Keeton and Pamela J. Tate (1978) offered this definition of experiential learning: “[L]earning in
which the learner is directly in touch with the realities being studied. It is contrasted with the
learner who only reads about, hears about, talks about, or writes about these realities but never
comes into contact with them as part of the learning process”.
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The process of learning from experience is ubiquitous, present in human activity
everywhere all the time. The holistic nature of the learning process means that it operates at all
levels of human society from the individual, to the group, to organizations, and to society as a
whole (A. Y. Kolb & Kolb, 2017).

When students are exposed to the functions and

responsibilities of government departments, there is transformation of experience and under such
framework, experiential learning is described as “the process whereby knowledge is created
through the transformation of experience (D. A. Kolb, 1984).
Although the aspect of EL in HE institutions is more defined here in terms of skill
development, the argument still exists that we should focus on teaching only ‘knowledge’ in the
traditional manner. This is subjectively retorted that ‘it is quite hard to define skills in isolation
from knowledge and knowledge in isolation from skills’ (Phillipson & Wegerif, 2016).
Above results based on the manual feeding of data in correspondence with the literature
and other information collected after studying the functional habits of all executive departments
performs under state government. This input values are subject to variations as precise
demarcation of the trans-boundary interface of each ADs with the EDs cannot be made in such
an ease, and vice versa. It is largely depending on the way a researcher or the investigator is
approaching these aspects. It is quite satisfactory to observe that, clustered groups of ADs and
EDs are developed such a way, in conjunction with the relationships of these domain in real time
scenario as a holistic observation of the functions and interactions of these attributes in reality.
As pointed out that academic environment should consist of ecological niches for
learners to congregate in small groups, engage fruitfully in their learning through collective
exercises of knowing, seeing, thinking, deliberating, doing/experimenting, discovering,
innovating, and growing intellectually with personalized study spots within the built
structures as well as outside, which can be called the learner ecosystem (Das, 2017) . The
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EDs can act as such learner ecosystems of EL or IL and here it is worth to mention that, no
assessment or evaluation of the resources of EDs has ever been made to explore the platforms of
EL of any ADs. Presently the functional structures of EDs of state government are insufficiently
utilized or unutilized for any extent of academic benefits especially in the case of arts and
science subjects. In case of engineering subjects, this resource possibility has been explored to
some extent in the way of industrial linkage. It is critical and high time to device the methods to
find such an environment where the close interaction and experience of research and knowledge
production through EL. This study therefore finds a constructive solution to this.
Clustering of the samples of ADs and EDs have shown that, the grouping of them have
been taken place in conjunction with their mutual interactive interfaces. This finding is never
been explored in any earlier studies, as the present scenario of inevitability of developing EL
strategies for HE sector. Considering the immensity of around 7 lakhs of government employees
in the state and a corresponding government establishments spreading across all frames of the
society, the resource potential of these governance structure can be fully utilized without
incurring excess burden to the state exchequer, as the student community can support the
government run projects, welfare measures, basic services etc in a turn-to-turn manner.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the vast platform of Experiential Learning for students, especially of higher
education level by establishing the connectivity of Executive or Line Departments of state
governments with the academic programmes of the institutions. They offer “beyond-class room”
experience to the students as rightly pointed out by Katula and Threnhauser, who labeled
experiential learning “process that takes place beyond the traditional classroom and that
enhances the personal and intellectual growth of the student (Katula & Threnhauser, 1999).
Although a number studies reportedly to establish experiential learning practice suitable for
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individual disciplines of study, there is no previous work available for exploring the cross
matching of resources of government departments and academic departments. This study
explores each Executive Department as well as Academic Department with respect to their
complimentary EL interfaces they share. ADI and EDI scores are not only to assist in identifying
the ADs and EDs with respect to their EL affiliations, but also to evolve a better understanding in
planning the minor projects/dissertations on geo-social necessities (Manulal P. Ram, 2019). The
grouping by clustering of these attributes (EDs and ADs) makes them to design multidimensional academic programmes suitable with corresponding EL platforms. Although, the data
provenance and data management of such study are often influenced by individual investigator
of the research problem, a comprehensive solution is however identified here to optimize the IL
and EL platform of EDs for academic purpose at lower cost. AID and EID are values
representing the resource potential of experiential learning, a tool to link the academic domains
with the functions and responsibilities of government departments. IL or EL resources with EDs,
offer scope of widening the government services more efficiently with the support of able
student group and in return, students learn to practice and gain knowledge along with learning
commitment and responsibility towards their immediate society as a promising citizen. Similarly,
IL or EL platforms with ADs offer significant solutions in many complex situations of
administration with the help of academic community. It also imparts more transparency in the
administrative mechanisms of the executive departments of every state or central governments.
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